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ABSTRACT

Coherent noise generated by surface waves or ground roll within a heterogeneous near surface is a major problem in land seismic data. Array forming based on single-sensor recordings might reduce such noise more robustly than conventional hardwired arrays. We use the minimum-variance distortionless-response (MVDR) beamformer to remove (aliased) surface-wave energy from single-sensor data. This beamformer is data adaptive and robust when the presumed and actual desired signals are mismatched. We compute the intertrace covariance for the desired signal, and then for the total signal (desired signal + noise) to obtain optimal weights. We use the raw data of only one array for the covariance of the total signal, and the wavenumber-filtered version of a full seismic single-sensor record for the covariance of the desired signal. In the determination of optimal weights, a parameter that controls the robustness of the beamformer against an arbitrary desired signal mismatch has to be chosen so that the results are optimal. This is similar to stabilization in deconvolution problems. This parameter needs to be smaller than the largest eigenvalue provided by the singular value decomposition of the presumed desired signal covariance. We compare results of MVDR beamforming with standard array forming on single-sensor synthetic and field seismic data. We apply 2D and 3D beamforming and show prestack and poststack results. MVDR beamformers are superior to conventional hardwired arrays for all examples.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of seismic acquisition channels has increased dramatically, which has led geophysicists to question the use of hardwired arrays. Conventionally, seismic arrays were needed to reduce certain types of noise. This reduction then placed some requirements on the data, the most important being that reflections, seen as the desired signal, should not be aliased spatially. The most difficult seismic arrival on the land data is ground roll, which requires much finer spatial sampling than reflections. Therefore, the array should work as a spatial antialias and resampling operator (Vermeer, 1990). However, with modern high channel counts, fast data transfer, and storage, the array should no longer be considered hardwire connected, but as a digital array that can be treated by more sophisticated digital processing.

Digital array processing is being used in many fields. A common denominator for this is the so-called beamformer, which is a processor applied to data from an assembly of sensors to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. It belongs to a class of spatial filters applied when signals and noise overlap in frequency content but arrive from different spatial directions (Van Veen and Buckley, 1988; Van Veen, 1991). In a beamformer, weights are applied to single array elements to create a beam. Generally, beamformers can be data independent, statistically optimum, data adaptive, or partially data adaptive, depending on the procedure for determining weights (Van Veen and Buckley, 1988).

In the case of data-independent beamformers, weights are fixed to be independent of the received data. For statistically optimum equipment, weights are based on statistics of the data recorded by the array. Statistics usually are not known and might change over time, so adaptive algorithms are required. The data-adaptive beamformer is designed so the response is optimal with respect to the data themselves. Partially data-adaptive beamformers are designed to reduce the computational load and associated cost of the data-adaptive algorithms.

It has been demonstrated that, under ideal conditions, data-adaptive beamformers achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio in comparison with conventional ones (Feldman and Griffiths, 1994). It also was shown that the response of data-adaptive beamformers is sensitive to mismatch between the presumed and actual array response. An example of possible mismatch and a solution for dealing with it is given in Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003). In addition, the quality of a da-
a data-adaptive beamformer depends on the number of analyzed samples used in the data covariance matrix.

Different types of data-adaptive beamformers have been proposed during the last two decades. For the specific case of mismatch between the presumed and actual signal-look directions, algorithms such as the linearly constrained minimum-variance beamformer (see Johnson and Dudgeon, 1993), signal-blocking-based algorithms (Godara, 1986), and Bayesian beamformer (Bell et al., 2000) have been developed. Another approach in the presence of unknown arbitrary-type mismatch of the desired signal array response is proposed in the minimum-variance distortionless-response (MVDR) beamformer (Monzingo and Miller, 1980; Jian et al., 2003; Vorobyov et al., 2003). An analysis of the performance of the MVDR in the context of errors in signal-look direction is made by Wax and Anu (1996).

Characteristics of the MVDR beamformer make it suitable for use with seismic data because it is computed based on raw single-sensor seismic data containing the desired signal and noise. Its purpose is to calculate weights to be applied for each group of single-element recordings before their summation. These weights will differ between groups because of their individual data covariance matrices in the weight-definition formula. In this way, we define a proper data-adaptive beamformer.

**Design of an MVDR beamformer**

In this section, we describe briefly the adaptive MVDR beamformer, based on the demonstration from Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003). In addition, we emphasize differences required by its application on the single-sensor seismic data. Its definition is based on the knowledge of two types of records, one with noise and the other with a desired signal. In seismic exploration, the desired signal is defined as the primary reflected energy. Noise is defined as anything except primary reflected energy, such as multiply reflected and refracted waves, diffractions, and surface waves.

Surface waves, also known as ground roll, are very important in land seismic data. They are difficult to attenuate because their frequency content overlaps with that of reflected waves. Furthermore, surface waves can be affected strongly by spatial aliasing because the correct receiver spacing, to allow for an optimum recording of the reflected waves, is too large for the ground roll. A traditional effective way to attenuate the surface-wave signal is to use an appropriate receiver array (Anstey, 1986). The spacing between array elements is arranged so that surface waves are not aliased within the array. The size of the group interval (spacing between arrays) is chosen so that reflected waves are not aliased spatially.

A beamformer can be designed to compute weights based on single-element recordings and apply the weights to individual recordings before summing them into the beam.

First, let us assume receiver responses at time \( t \) are defined as

\[
x(t) = s(t) + n(t),
\]

where \( x(t) \) is the vector of single-element observations, \( s(t) \) is the desired signal vector, and \( n(t) \) is the noise vector. Therefore, over the entire analyzed time interval, the data \( x \) are given by the signal \( s \) and noise \( n \) part. In the case of synthetic or field seismic records, these two parts can be determined by modeling or using simple preprocessing algorithms. The signal-to-noise ratio, denoted by S/N, can be defined by using the statistical expectation of the desired signal and noise, which gives us the signal covariance denoted by \( R_s \) and noise denoted by \( R_n \). When applying weights, S/N can be written as follows:

\[
\frac{S}{N} = \frac{w^T R_s w}{w^T R_n w},
\]

where \( w = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_M]^T \), a weight vector to be determined, based on the context of errors in signal-look direction is made by Wax and Anu (1996).

This defines the general type of minimum-variance distortionless-response (MVDR) beamformer. Note that this type of beamformer requires separation of the desired signal and noise as expressed by matrices \( R_s \) and \( R_n \), related to equation 1. This MVDR beamformer was proposed by Capon (1969), and more data-adaptive versions were proposed and studied in the following years (see Zoltowski, 1988; Van Veen, 1991; Raghunath and Reddy, 1992; Harmanci et al., 2000). The high resolution, low sidelobes, and good interference suppression are examples of properties of the MVDR beamformer.

Following Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003) and Vorobyov et al. (2003), the solution to the minimization problem in equation 3 might be found using the Lagrange-multipliers method. The optimal weight vector is obtained as

\[
w_{opt} = P\{R_n^{-1}R_s\},\]

where \( P\{\cdot\} \) is the operator that yields the principal eigenvector of a matrix, i.e., that corresponds to the maximal eigenvalue. Thereafter, the following output, \( y(t) \), is obtained:

\[
y(t) = w_{opt}^T x(t),\]

which is the MVDR beamformer.

This MVDR beamformer is difficult to apply to seismic data because a seismic recording contains signal and noise. Separate records for these components can be derived via processing techniques or seismic modeling, but their accuracy is limited, and we know from previous studies that the effectiveness of adaptive beamforming algorithms is affected by the presence of errors in the signal and noise covariances (Shahbazpanahi et al., 2003; Vorobyov et al., 2003).

To avoid using records only with noise to determine the noise covariance, it is desirable for seismic purposes to find another definition of the MVDR beamformer that involves the entire data set, meaning records that contain signal and noise. Assuming that the total signal is predominantly surface-wave energy, Reed et al. (1974) propose to replace \( R_n \) with \( R_s \). The data covariance matrix, \( R_s \), is computed based on the raw single-sensor seismic records with signal and noise:
where $X$ is an $M \times N$ data matrix, $M$ is the number of array elements, and $N$ is the number of time samples. For each time sample, we compute the intertrace covariance for the desired signal and then the total signal. Equation 4 then can be written as

$$w_{opt} = P[R_n^{-1}R_s] = P[R_s^{-1}R_s].$$

This replacement was necessary because, in practical situations, the noise (with or without interference) covariance matrix is unavailable. It is shown that if the signal component is present in the training data, this replacement decreases the performance of the beamformer, whose weights are determined using equation 7 (Reed et al., 1974; Shahbazpanahi et al., 2003; Vorobyov et al., 2003). Therefore, other algorithms that define more robust adaptive beamformers were proposed. For example, algorithms are developed in the presence of arbitrary unknown steering vector mismatches (Vorobyov et al., 2003) or in the presence of mismatches between the presumed and actual desired response (Shahbazpanahi et al., 2003).

Based on equation 7, optimal weights are computed using the entire data. Still, one disadvantage is introduced by the use of the signal covariance matrix, $R_s$, because it is a source of error that can degrade the quality of the MVDR beamforming response. To prevent this, Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003) introduce an error matrix, $\Delta$, in the definition of the signal covariance matrix so that it represents the possible mismatch between the presumed, $R_s$, and actual, $\hat{R}_s$, signal covariance matrices:

$$R_s = \hat{R}_s + \Delta,$$

where $\Delta$ is an $M \times M$ unknown, positive, semidefinite error matrix whose norm is bounded by a known constant $\epsilon > 0$. Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003) include this error matrix in the constraint equation from the MVDR beamformer definition:

$$\min w^T R_s w \text{ subject to } w^T (R_s + \Delta) w \geq 1 \text{ for all } \|\Delta\| \leq \epsilon.\text{w}$$

The weight vector, $w$, and error matrix, $\Delta$, are unknowns in this definition. The Lagrange-multipliers method is used twice. First, it is used to determine the error matrix and then to solve for the optimal weight vector. The detailed mathematical demonstration is given in Shahbazpanahi et al. (2003). This results in optimal weights

$$w_{opt} = P[R_s^{-1}(R_s - \epsilon I)],$$

which is the robust form of the MVDR beamformer.

The optimal value of $\epsilon$ is determined by the analysis of eigenvalues obtained after the singular value decomposition of the presumed desired signal covariance matrix (Shahbazpanahi et al., 2003). When we deal with synthetic or field single-sensor data, this covariance matrix is computed using the wavenumber-filtered data according to the value of the desired number of array elements. Practically, the optimal value of $\epsilon$ needs to be smaller than the maximum eigenvalue.

The design of the MVDR beamformer for areal array data (3D) is generally the same as for linear array data (2D). The main difference between the designs is the size of the input data being a function of the number of receivers. In the 2D case, the input data are vectors of size $M$ and for the 3D case $MP$, where $M$ is the number of inline and $P$ the number of crossline single sensors. Because the size of input vectors is larger, the size of the signal and data covariance matrices is greater, namely $MP \times MP$. The derivation is the same as for the 2D case, only vectors now contain areal instead of linear array data. Then the result is precisely as expressed in equation 10 where the weight vector now has the size $MP$.

**MVDR beamformers on synthetic seismic data**

In this section, we show the application of the 2D and 3D MVDR beamformer-to-synthetic data obtained by seismic modeling. This was done using two modeling approaches, one by simply creating a constant-amplitude linear and hyperbolic event, and the other by the finite-difference method. MVDR results are compared with a standard array response whose weights are fixed and equal to one. The modeling with the linear and hyperbolic events was made in the presence of phase and amplitude variations, but the first example presented omits these.

**2D modeling with no amplitude/phase variations**

We first considered a response containing a linear and a hyperbolic event as shown in Figure 1. The linear event is characterized by slow apparent velocity (440 m/s) and low frequency (16 Hz). It can be considered a surface wave that is seen as noise to be attenuated. The hyperbolic event is characterized by high apparent velocity and frequency (36 Hz), representing a reflected wave considered a desired signal to be protected. The depth of the reflector is 300 m. We used a Ricker wavelet. The first response to consider was 12 traces coming from 12 single sensors spaced 5 m.

In seismic practice, an array consists of hardwired connected receivers, so simulation is achieved by summing individual recordings as one output. This is the first step in array forming (Hoffe et al., 2002). The second step is spatial resampling to a desired spacing. For the MVDR beamformer, we used optimal weights determined from equation 10, the data covariance matrix $R_s$ of the data based on 12 input traces, and the signal covariance matrix $R_s$ of the desired signal from 12 input traces containing only the reflected wave. Parameter $\epsilon$ was determined by testing different values smaller than the maximum eigenvalue provided by the singular value decomposition.
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of the signal covariance matrix. The optimal value of \( \varepsilon \) is one for which the error \( e_{tx} \), computed using equation 11, is minimum (see Figure 2);

\[
e_{tx} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{n=1}^{N_t} |y_n^d - y_n^s|,
\]

where \( e_{tx} \) is the error in amplitude computed in the time domain, \( y_n^d \) is the desired response, \( y_n^s \) is the standard array forming or MVDR beamforming response, and \( N_t \) is the total number of time samples. For this record, the optimal value of \( \varepsilon \) is 0.001.

When comparing results shown in Figure 1, one notices that the MVDR beamformer attenuates surface waves better than standard array forming. However, additional analysis shows the reflected signal is better preserved after standard array forming (see Figure 1). In addition, the remaining noise seen on the MVDR beamforming response is characterized by a lower frequency 4–6 Hz response than that seen on the standard array forming response of about 12 Hz. The error in amplitude for different \( \varepsilon \) values and MVDR weights computed for the chosen \( \varepsilon \) value are displayed in Figure 2.

The noise attenuation by standard array forming or MVDR beamforming can be quantified by using equation 11. For the example, the error \( e_{tx} \) for the standard array forming response is \( 2.39 \times 10^{-4} \), and for the MVDR beamforming response it is \( 2.03 \times 10^{-4} \). The smaller error obtained for the MVDR response means that it is closer to the desired array response.

To look at spatial characteristics, we created a larger set of single-sensor recordings in which multiple arrays are formed (see Figure 3). The same modeling parameters as before are used for frequencies, velocities, and single-sensor spacing. The depth of the reflector is 400 m. We used 80 single sensors and applied the MVDR and standard array-forming processing to compare the attenuation effectiveness of the slow linear event. Because the goal of array forming is to spatially filter and subsample the data, the whole surface-wave signal does not need to be removed, but only the part that will be outside the new spatial band (wavenumbers that are not aliased after subsampling). As we show later, there are situations when standard array forming does not attenuate adequately out-of-the-new-spatial-band energy, which means that part of the surface waves will be aliased spatially after resampling to a larger group interval. Attenuation is better achieved using the MVDR adaptive beamformer. Because the reflected wave is characterized by a small moveout, MVDR could preserve the frequency content of it. In the case of reflected waves with large moveout, the wavelet is stretched after the
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Figure 2. (a) Different \( \varepsilon \) values used in analysis and (b) MVDR beamformer weights computed for the optimal \( \varepsilon = 0.001 \).
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The computation of data and signal covariance matrices was done for a sliding window of 12 traces as 1–12, 2–13, 3–14, etc. (traces that need to be summed after we apply optimal weights). The intertrace covariance for the desired signal was computed using groups of traces chosen from a k-filtered single-sensor record that contains only the band energy determined for the group interval of 10 m. Based on the singular value decomposition of the signal covariance matrix, we obtain a set of eigenvalues (see Figure 5a in which we display eigenvalues determined for traces 10–21). After the analysis of errors in amplitude computed for different \( \epsilon \) values, the value of 0.0005 was chosen as optimal (see Figure 5b). The \( \epsilon \) value is smaller than the maximum eigenvalue obtained for each group of elementary recordings. Then for this \( \epsilon \) value, we computed MVDR beamformer weights (see Figure 5c).

The error in amplitude \( e_{f,k} \) is computed using:

\[
e_{f,k} = \frac{1}{N_f N_k} \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} \sum_{k=-N_{k,\text{new}}}^{N_{k,\text{new}}} \left| \tilde{y}_{f,k}^{d} - \tilde{y}_{f,k}^{a} \right| + \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} \sum_{k=-N_{k,\text{old}}}^{N_{k,\text{old}}} \left| \tilde{y}_{f,k}^{a} - \tilde{y}_{f,k}^{d} \right|,
\]

where \( e_{f,k} \) is the error, \( \tilde{y}^{d} \) is the (f, k\(_{\text{d}}\))-domain amplitude spectrum of the desired response, which should be zero on these two wavenumber intervals; \( \tilde{y}^{a} \) is the (f, k\(_{\text{a}}\))-domain amplitude spectrum of the standard array forming or MVDR beamforming response; \( N_f \) is the wavenumber sample quantity; and \( N_f \) is the number of frequency samples.

The response of a standard array also was computed (see Figure 3b). We display only the output of the first step of array forming, namely adding traces. The second step is represented by spatial resampling to a group interval that will not alias spatially the reflected waves. The first step is more important than the subsequent spatial resampling because it gives us a spatially broadband picture of the noise attenuation.

By comparing responses of these two algorithms, we see that the MVDR beamforming achieved better out-of-the-new-spatial-band attenuation than standard array forming. The remaining noise seen on the MVDR beamforming response is characterized by a very low frequency of about 4–6 Hz as the original one, but arriving with only slightly lower frequencies than initially, at about 12 Hz. The (f, k\(_{\text{a}}\))-domain amplitude spectrum of the initial record before array forming is shown in Figure 6a and after the wavenumber filtering is shown in Figure 6b. It can be observed that neither arrival is affected by extra spatial aliasing as a result of spatial subsampling. We also notice that if we spatially resample both responses to a group interval of 10 m giving a Nyquist wavenumber of 0.05 m\(^{-1}\), the remaining surface wave on the standard array forming response would be more spatially aliased compared with the MVDR beamforming response.

The attenuation of the slow linear event can be quantified by defining the difference between the out-of-the-new-spatial-band energy in the (f, k\(_{\text{d}}\))-domain of the desired response and of the standard array forming or MVDR beamforming response (see equation 12). The desired response is considered to be a record with all energy in the \( \Delta f \) interval of 10 m giving a Nyquist wavenumber of 0.05 m\(^{-1}\). A value of 0.0058 was obtained for \( e_{f,k} \) in the case of standard array forming and 0.0052 for MVDR beamforming. Based on these values, we obtained better noise attenuation with MVDR beamforming.

2D modeling with amplitude/phase variations

The synthetic seismogram analyzed above was modeled without phase or amplitude variations. Modeling parameters were chosen to avoid the strong spatial aliasing for both events. Because field seismic records are affected usually by phase and amplitude variation, it is necessary to consider their effect on the MVDR beamforming response. Phase variations can occur because of irregular receiver positioning, variable intra-array static effects, and a large lateral variation of velocity inside the receiver array. Amplitude variations can occur, for example, as a result of imperfection of the geophone and the noise.

We considered phase variation in modeling the synthetic record. Timing errors were introduced by mispositioning all receivers. We again used the linear and hyperbolic event using 80 irregularly spaced single sensors. A maximum variation of 20% within the re-
receiver spacing of 5 m was allowed. The seismogram is displayed in Figure 7a and its \((f, k_x)\)-domain amplitude spectrum is shown in Figure 8a. The effect of the phase variation is clear on the \((t, x)\)- and \((f, k_x)\)-domain panels. The variation generated some aliased energy seen on the \((f, k_x)\)-domain amplitude spectrum, observable as inclined stripes.

Next, we applied standard array and MVDR beamforming assuming an array of 12 elements. Results are shown in Figure 7b and c. Again, computation of the data and signal covariance matrices was done for windows of traces 1–12, 2–13, 3–14, etc. Traces used for the \(\mathbf{R}_s\) computation have been chosen from a globally k-filtered record that contains only the new-spatial-band energy determined for the desired group interval of 10 m. The optimal \(\varepsilon\) value of 0.0004 was determined for the smallest error in amplitude \(e_{\text{mv}}\), being smaller than the maximum eigenvalue obtained for each analyzed window of traces. In observing responses for the \((t, x)\)-domain, we noticed good noise attenuation for the standard array-forming response, but greater attenuation to the MVDR beamforming result. The undesired striping energy of the \((f, k_x)\)-domain is well attenuated by standard array forming and MVDR beamforming (see Figure 8b and c). Good results obtained by MVDR beamforming are supported by the quantification of the error \(e_{\text{mv}}\), determined by equation 12 as equal to 0.0052 for the MVDR beamforming response. For the standard array, this error is 0.0055.
The effect of amplitude variation was analyzed working with synthetic records, and we found that the effect is less than that observed on records with phase variation. The aliased energy generated by this type of variation is well attenuated by the MVDR beamformer (Panea et al., 2005; Panea and Drijkoningen, 2006).

2D finite-difference modeling

So far we have shown the better performance of MVDR compared with standard array forming when considering the simple response of a linear and hyperbolic event. To increase the complexity of records, but still have some control over the outcome, we created synthetic records using the finite-difference method based on the elastic wave equation. The 2D depth model has four horizontal layers with the density and P- and S-wave velocities varying with depth. These parameters are constant along the profile (see Figure 9). A model shot record is displayed in Figure 10. Reflected waves are covered by dispersive surface waves at small offsets, and head waves are abundant at large offsets. Head waves are not well attenuated by array forming because of their high apparent velocity and frequency, which are comparable with reflections. This seismogram is a single-sensor record used as input data to the MVDR beamformer and a standard array.

To prevent spatial aliasing of reflected waves, an array of 12 elements, meaning an array length of 30 m, was used in this case. For the chosen array length, the standard array forming response did not show good noise attenuation. Therefore, we expected the MVDR beamformer would show better out-of-the-new-spatial-band sur-

![Figure 9. Depth model used for elastic finite-difference modeling: \( \rho \) is density, \( V_p \) is the P-wave velocity, and \( V_s \) is the S-wave velocity.](image)

![Figure 10. (a) Synthetic seismogram and (b) its \((f, k_x)\)-amplitude spectrum. Modeling parameters: 160 single sensors with 2.5-m spacing, time sampling interval is 1 ms.](image)

![Figure 8. The \((f, k_x)\)-amplitude spectrum of (a) raw synthetic seismogram with irregular single-sensor spacing, maximum error 20% of 5 m after (b) standard array forming and (c) MVDR beamforming. The same display parameters apply.](image)
face-wave attenuation. For an accurate comparison, we used the same 30-m array length. The application of this algorithm required knowledge of the data covariance matrix, $R_x$, and the signal covariance matrix, $R_s$. For $R_x$, a group of 12 raw traces was used, so $R_x$ is always a local covariance. For the signal covariance, a full single-sensor record was filtered to eliminate the out-of-the-new-spatial-band energy. Then these k-filtered data were used for the matrix $R_s$ for all groups of 12 elementary recordings 1–12, 2–13, 3–14, etc., given by individual sensors. In this way, the globally filtered record was used for the computation of all local beamformers in that record.

The matrix $R_s$ was used for the computation of parameter $\varepsilon$, via singular value decomposition. Optimal beamformer weights were computed for a value of $\varepsilon$ smaller than maximum eigenvalues obtained after singular value decomposition. Then optimal weights were computed for each group of single-sensor recordings.

In Figure 11, we display two groups of 12 single-sensor recordings, chosen from the record displayed in Figure 10a, which were involved in the computation of the standard-array and MVDR beamformer responses. The first one contains traces from the distance interval 10–37.5 m and reflections are clear (see Figure 11a). The second one contains traces from the distance interval 40–67.5 m in which the noise is dominant (see Figure 11b). Using these two raw records as input, we obtain the data covariance matrices. The same windows of traces were chosen from the globally k-filtered record to compute the matrix $R_s$. This matrix is necessary to compute eigenvalues required by the computation of MVDR beamformer weights (see Figure 12). We display eigenvalues determined for the group of traces placed at small (Figure 12a) and large (Figure 12b) distances from the shot point.

Based on the analysis of these sets of eigenvalues, the $\varepsilon$ optimal value chosen was 0.0001. Next, MVDR beamformer weights were calculated and applied to groups of traces before their summation (see Figure 13). Looking at the MVDR beamforming response displayed in Figure 14b, we note appreciable attenuation of out-of-the-new-spatial-band surface waves with clear reflected waves at larger offsets than in the initial record (see Figure 10a). As expected, refracted waves are still high in amplitude, but the same result is seen
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**Figure 11.** Group of traces located between (a) 10–37.5 m and (b) 40–67.5 m, chosen from the synthetic record displayed in Figure 10a.

![Figure 12](image2.png)  
**Figure 12.** Eigenvalues for the group of traces located between (a) 10–37.5 m and (b) 40–67.5 m.

![Figure 13](image3.png)  
**Figure 13.** MVDR beamformer weights for the group of traces located between (a) 10–37.5 m and (b) 40–67.5 m.

![Figure 14](image4.png)  
**Figure 14.** (a) Standard array-forming and (b) MVDR beamforming responses.
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for the standard array forming response. Significantly, out-of-the-
new-spatial-band surface waves are not attenuated greatly after stan-
dard array forming (see Figure 14a). Furthermore, when considering
the $f, k_x$-domain representation as shown in Figure 15, the MVDR
result contains less energy above 0.05 m$^{-1}$ (compare Figure 15a and
b).

If we attempted the second step of spatial resampling, for example
to a group interval of 10 m, meaning a Nyquist wavenumber of
0.05 m$^{-1}$, the remaining surface waves would be aliased spatially
in the standard array case and much less so for MVDR. Because the $f,
k_x$-domain amplitude spectrum of the MVDR beamformer shows
better out-of-the-new-spatial-band attenuation, its spatial resam-
pling would give a record with surface waves scarcely spatially
aliased. As a quantification of noise-attenuation efficacy by the
MVDR beamformer, error $e$ based on equation 12 is 0.0052 for the
standard array response and 0.0028 for the MVDR beamforming re-
sponse, so the MVDR result is better.

3D finite-difference modeling

In the previous account, we analyzed the effect of the MVDR
beamformer on 2D synthetic seismic data. We noticed that surface
waves were well attenuated, even in the presence of phase and am-
plitude variation. Considering that we wish to analyze a partial 3D
field data set, we must look at the effect of the 3D MVDR beam-
former on 3D synthetic data. We modeled a synthetic data set using
the elastic finite-difference code (see Figure 16). The 3D depth mod-
el used is an extension of the 2D model shown in Figure 9.

The synthetic record was modeled using a strip of five lines of sin-
gle sensors spaced at 5 m in inline and crossline directions. The seis-
mic source was located on the third line. The array with six inline and
five crossline elements was chosen to prevent the spatial aliasing of
arrivals contained by the modeled record (see Figure 17). The group
interval was 10 m. MVDR beamformer weights were computed us-
ing $e = 0.01$. The desired signal is a record showing zero out-of-the-
new-spatial-band energy. Consequently, we k-filtered all traces in
the global record. The covariance matrix of the desired signal in-
volved in the weight definition then is the presumed signal covari-
ance matrix. The actual signal covariance matrix of the local array
was slightly different, but our MVDR takes this into account. The
data covariance matrix was computed using the synthetic record that
contains desired signal and noise. Consequently, we used only raw
traces that belong to the local array.

Looking at the MVDR beamforming response displayed in the $t,
x$- and $f, k_x$-domains in Figures 18 and 19, we notice a greater out-
of-the-new-spatial-band energy attenuation for the MVDR com-
pared with the result for standard array forming. Remaining surface
waves are clear on the standard array forming response displayed in
the $t, x$- and $f, k_x$-domains (see Figures 18a and 19a). The same
procedure as the 2D case was followed to quantify the noise attenua-
tion performed by the 3D MVDR beamformer. A value of 0.0149
was obtained for error $e$ with the 3D MVDR beamformer, which is
much less than 0.0630 obtained for the standard array. This indicates
that the MVDR beamformer gives a result much closer to the desired
array response compared with standard array forming.

MVDR beamformer on single-sensor field data

In this section, we consider the 2D and 3D MVDR beamformer
used on single-sensor field data. These data were recorded using a
strip of five lines of single sensors spaced at 5 m in the inline and
crossline directions. The seismic energy was generated with dyna-
mite, the source spacing was 20 m, and source locations were on
only the central line of single sensors. One purpose of the project,
whose records are used in this section, was to apply the MVDR tech-
nique and compare it with standard array forming. In this particular
case, the field data were affected by variation in the amplitude and

Figure 16. Synthetic record with five seismograms for 80 single-sen-
sors with 5-m spacing (inline direction). Depth model parameters as
defined in Figure 9.

Figure 17. The 3D array with six inline and five crossline elements
with the position of the seismic source.
phase because data acquisition took place in a hilly area with a notable elevation difference along one receiver array (see Figure 20). In addition, lateral velocity variation is known to be present in this area, especially in shallower layers. Amplitude variation occurred because of soil conditions that locally did not provide good soil-geophone coupling.

We first applied the beamformer to a windowed record that contains 80 traces selected from a shot record obtained with single sensors placed on the third line (see Figure 21a). Looking at two time responses, we notice that remaining surface waves are easier to identify on the standard array forming response than on the MVDR beamforming response (see Figure 21b and c). We used an inline array with 12 elements. If we compare the standard array forming with the MVDR beamforming response in the $f, k_x$-domain as depicted in Figure 22, we notice clear aliased energy to be concentrated around a wavenumber of 0.05 $\text{m}^{-1}$ and a frequency of 10 Hz on the standard array-forming response. Conversely, this aliased energy is seen to be more attenuated after MVDR beamforming (see Figure 22b and c).

The parameter required for the computation of MVDR weights was determined using the singular value decomposition of the signal covariance matrix. This matrix was computed again using a k-filtered version of the analyzed record over the interval $(-k_{\text{new}}, +k_{\text{new}})$ obtained for the 10-m group interval. The second matrix involved in the weight computation is the data covariance matrix, $\mathbf{R}_x$, and it was computed based on raw single-sensor records. The best out-of-the-new-spatial-band energy attenuation

---

**Figure 18.** (a) Standard array-forming and (b) MVDR beamforming responses for arrays with $6 \times 5$ elements for finite-difference data. Depth model parameters as defined in Figure 9.

**Figure 19.** The $(f, k_x)$-amplitude spectrum of (a) standard array forming and (b) MVDR beamforming responses for arrays with $6 \times 5$ elements. The same display parameters apply.

**Figure 20.** Elevation variations along the seismic profile of field data.

**Figure 21.** (a) Raw field record after (b) standard array forming and (c) MVDR beamforming displayed in the time domain.
obtained was for $\varepsilon = 0.02$. To quantify the effectiveness of noise attenuation performed by the 2D MVDR beamformer using equation 12, we noted $e_{\text{dir}} = 0.0088$ for the MVDR beamforming response and the higher value of $e_{\text{dir}} = 0.0118$ for the standard-array response.

In addition, the MVDR beamformer can attenuate noisy traces that do not carry seismic information. In this example, one noisy trace can appear multiplied on the standard-array response, although its presence is attenuated completely on the MVDR beamformer response (see Figure 23).

Next we considered a partial 3D shot record with the 3D MVDR beamformer (see Figure 24). In this case, we applied the MVDR algorithm for an array with 12 inline $\times$ 5 crossline elements. The standard array forming and MVDR beamforming responses are displayed in Figure 25. By comparing these two results, we notice better out-of-the-new-spatial-band energy attenuation by the MVDR algorithm. The size of the new spatial band depends on the value of the group interval, which here is 10 m. By looking at both responses displayed in the $(f, k)$-domain, we can see clearly that the standard array-forming response has a remaining surface-wave energy concentrated around a wavenumber of $0.05 \text{ m}^{-1}$ and a frequency of...
10 Hz, whereas the MVDR beamformer is much less (see Figure 26). The error in amplitude \( e_{\beta} \) shows a value of 0.0142 for the MVDR beamformer and \( e_{\eta} = 0.0158 \) for the standard array-forming response.

The effectiveness of the noise attenuation performed by the MVDR algorithm also can be seen on stacked sections. A usual way to attenuate the noise is to stack the seismic data in the common-midpoint (CMP) domain after normal-moveout corrections. When we use a standard array to record the seismic data, the noise is attenuated first by this array and then by the CMP stacking. Thus we use two ways to increase the S/N ratio, apart from other techniques such as filtering.

So far, we have demonstrated that only on shot records does the MVDR algorithm result in better surface-wave attenuation than standard array forming. The analyzed data set contains 157 records, each representing five seismograms with 160 traces spaced at 5 m. This data set was introduced to 3D standard array forming and 3D MVDR beamforming. Results of the two approaches were further processed using the same flow to allow for comparison (see Table 1). Static corrections were applied first, using a replacement velocity of 1750 m/s for a final datum of + 450 m above sea level. Remaining surface waves were eliminated further using an \( f-k \) filter, \( f-x \) deconvolution, and a band-pass frequency filter of 20–24–64–70 Hz. The second step of array forming, namely the resampling to a new group interval of 10 m, was done next. Amplitude equalization was achieved using automatic gain control for a window of 300 ms.

![Figure 24](image1.png)

Figure 24. One record of field data.

![Figure 25](image2.png)

Figure 25. Field record after (a) standard array forming and (b) MVDR beamforming displayed in the time domain.

![Figure 26](image3.png)

Figure 26. The \((f, k_x)\)-amplitude spectrum of (a) standard array-forming and (b) MVDR beamforming responses. The same display parameters apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing steps</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input seismic data</td>
<td>2-s trace length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>2D land geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static corrections</td>
<td>Replacement velocity = 1750 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final datum = + 450 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desampling in time</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace muting</td>
<td>Top (first arrivals and noise before)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic gain control</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FK filter</td>
<td>Accept, fan polygon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace muting</td>
<td>Top (remaining noise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic gain control</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band-pass frequency filtering</td>
<td>Zero-phase, frequency, 20–24–64–70 Hz; Notch filter, 50 Hz, window of 4 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX deconvolution</td>
<td>Wiener Levinson, 500 ms, 20–70 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic gain control</td>
<td>500 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resampling</td>
<td>Group interval of 10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity analysis</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal moveout corrections</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mute was applied to remove first arrivals and the advance noise. CMP stacking of seismic data used a 2D velocity model provided by the velocity analysis.

When we compare two time sections obtained in this way, we notice an improvement in the continuity of some reflectors all over the section when applying the 3D MVDR responses (see Figure 27). For example, looking on the left side of both time sections, the continuity of those reflections located between 0.5 s and 1 s is stronger. These same reflections are weaker and discontinuous with the 3D standard array-forming result (see Figure 28).

Both sides of the time sections show high reflectivity. This is caused partially by the favorable S/N ratio that characterizes recordings and partially by the 3D MVDR beamforming algorithm. The central part of the section has a very low S/N ratio because of the low quality of input data, which is a result of field conditions of rugged topography and unconsolidated soil resulting in bad geophone coupling. Use of the 3D beamformer enhanced the S/N ratio of analyzed recordings. The amplitude of some reflectors was higher after MVDR beamforming than after standard array forming. See, for example, the group of reflectors located between 1500–2000 m on the time section at the time interval of 1.6–1.9 s (see Figure 27). Some shallow reflectors also appear to be more continuous (see Figure 29a).

**CONCLUSIONS**

The MVDR beamformer, presented in this paper, is an algorithm adapted from similar algorithms published in the electrical engineering literature, aiming to attenuate undesired energy. In seismic exploration, this undesired energy is located outside and within the new spatial band defined by the value of the group interval. Its application on single-sensor seismic data required a different definition of the desired signal covariance, being computed using groups of traces chosen from a wavenumber-filtered single-sensor record.

Modeling results show that it can be used successfully for seismic data in combination with single-sensor recordings. Application of 2D or 3D MVDR beamforming to synthetic data showed noise attenuation appreciably better than that provided by either 2D or 3D standard array forming. Quantitative and qualitative estimations of this attenuation made by comparing responses displayed in the (t, x)- and (f, k_x)-domains support this observation. The error shows smaller values for MVDR beamforming in all cases, for synthetic and field records, which means this algorithm provides us with more acceptable responses than those obtained by alternative processing.

Application of the 3D MVDR beamformer to prestack data enhanced the signal-to-noise ratio of the stacked data more than standard array forming, including in those areas where the S/N is very low. We notice reflections are more continuous and have higher am-
plitudes in the time section based on MVDR responses. In addition, the MVDR algorithm works well with data that have a very low S/N ratio, which is encouraging because land seismic data often have this characteristic.

The effectiveness of the presented algorithm is lower regarding the attenuation of the random noise introduced by wind motion, cable vibrations, etc.
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